
DORIS ULMANN

Weekly transmission 032018 presents:

Doris Ulmann’s position in history of photography keeps improving II
The Ethical Culture School III
The Clarence H. White School of Photography IV
Weekly Drawing by Théophile Bouchet: “Hommage à Doris Ulmann” V
Vintage Gum. Cypress with lichens 1 
Doris Ulmann’s successive photographic assistants : George Uebler & John Jacob Niles 3

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr



The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The physical descriptions, attributions, origins, and printing dates of  books and photographs have
been carefully ascertained by collation and through close analysis of  comparable works. 

N°02-2018. ETERNAL RETURN

An independant character, she build her artistic life in then virgin directions, long
before public surveys of  the Farm Security Administration (FSA) , but was invited
for dinner at the White House in March 1934 to show and report to the President
and Mrs Roosevelt her work together with her companion John Jacob Niles.

Before she passed away in August 1934, she wrote her will in favor of  institutions,
communities and companions, for the great concern of  her wealthy family who
accepted nevertheless to negociate a fair agreement.

Doris Ulmann's position in
history of  photography keeps
improving.
Born in 1882 in the Upper East side
of  Manhattan, she received
intellectual and artistic formation
from Felix Adler and Clarence White.  

She was so rich and educated, she
wound finally find harmony in her life
frequenting the poor and the remote
Southern communities with her
camera after the mid 1920s, visiting
South Carolina swamps in the Great
Depression days on some luxurious
chevrolet.
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The school and the affiliated Ethical Culture Society were havens  for secular Jews who rejected
the mysticism and rituals of  Judaism, but accepted many of  its ethical teachings. 

Additionally, because the institutionalized anti-Semitism of  the times established rigid quota systems
against Jews in private schools, the Ethical Culture School had a disproportionately large number
of  Jewish students. Ethical was the only one that did not discriminate because of  race, color, or
creed...

“One of  the early faculty members was the famous documentary photographer Lewis Hine...
Among its many notable alumni and former students are photographers Diane Arbus, Paul Strand
and Doris Ulmann...” (Wikipedia)

“Doris Ulmann enrolled in the Normal department of  the school in 1900 ... The ideas and ideals
of  Felix Adler and the Ethical Culture Society influenced Ulmann throughout her life (Philip
Walker Jacobs, The Life and Photography of  Doris Ulmann, page 4.)

The Ethical Culture School (Fieldston)
“opened in NYC in 1878 as a free
kindergarten, founded by Felix Adler at the
age of  24. 

At that time, the idea that the children of  the
poor should be educated was innovative. 

By 1890 the school's academic reputation
encouraged many more wealthy parents to seek
it out, and the school was expanded to
accommodate the upper-class as well, and
began charging tuition; in 1895 the name
changed to "The Ethical Culture School"... 

The school moved into its landmark
Manhattan building at 33 Central Park
West in 1904. 
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Students were asked to create images that evoked particular concepts or sentiments, such as
"Innocence" or "Thanksgiving".

He also required students to experiment by producing several kinds of  prints of  the same image. 

Of  the 30 hours of  instruction offered each week, 14 were taken up by a single class — The Art
of  Photography — taught by White. During these sessions White stressed that the primary thing
his students had to learn was "the capacity to see." He never encouraged or permitted competition
among his students by comparing the work of  one against another...

One of  the distinguishing characteristics of  White as a teacher was his encouragement of  women
as photographers... 

By 1915 there were roughly twice as many women as men at the school...” (Wikipedia)

The Clarence H. White School of
Photography was founded in NYC 

in 1914... Over the next decade the School
attracted many students who went on to
become notable photographers, including
Margaret Bourke-White, Anton Bruehl,
Dorothea Lange, Paul Outerbridge, Laura
Gilpin, Ralph Steiner, Karl Struss,
Margaret Watkins and Doris Ulmann.
[Doris Ulmann was among the first
students].

One of  the reasons for its success was
White's approach to teaching. 

He emphasized personal vision and style
over any particular school or movement. 
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Doris Ulmann. Experimental, Cypress Gardens, South Carolina, Spring 1932

Oil pigment print, 280x225 mm,  mounted, signed on mount, numbered and titled by the artist on
verso “Cypress with lichens, swamp county, south Carolina, experimental”. 

4500 euros
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Doris Ulmann’s successive photographic assistants : George Uebler & John Jacob Niles

After her divorce (1921) Miss Ulmann traveled with her German chauffeur, George Uebler, who
assisted her during photographic expeditions. But, in May of  1932, just before her fiftieth birthday,
she “had another bad fall... This accident further frustrated the photographer and made her realize she would not be
able to continue her work as she had planned without additional assistance. 

Unable to deny her present physical limitations, Ulmann sought an assistant to help her in her work. Some time before,
she had been introduced to the forty-year-old folk musician John Jacob Niles, a native Kentuckian and World War I
veteran, who lived in New-York City. 

An accomplished musician and musical compiler, Niles had co-editcd two books, Singing Soldiers, a collection of  African
American songs (1927), and Songs My Mother Never Taught Me, a collection of  doughboy songs (1929)...

Niles agreed to help her on a project she had accepted for the summer. As it turned out, Niles also needed Ulmann’s help.
It was a critical time for the musician...

Interestingly enough, George Uebler's account seems to provide several significant facts about Niles’s rela tionship with
Ulmann: — I was traveling with my Miss Ullmann from April 15th till August 16th [1934] and I was in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Murphy, N.C., Ashville. Mr.Niles was Miss UUmanns friend 2 and 1/2 years, the right name of  this
Gentleman is Gigolo, and you know why. This man rakes all money, automobile, apartmenr for $ I25 a month,
telephone, all food, clothing, neckties, shoes and a charge account on Miss Ulmann’s bank, from Ulmann’s money.
That's a Gigolo. He treats my Miss like a dog. He makes out in Scranton a testament for himself  all pictures and
photograph apparatus (valued $40,000.— and $10,000.— in cash, when Miss Ullmann died.) Miss Ullmann
was not fit. She looks dopey. The man John Panick in the Hotel must sign this testament.

The man called me and said ro me — “whats rhe matter with the Lady? She is very sick! I signed the paper." 

I go to Miss UUman’s room and Mr. Niles was in there, and I said: — “what’s going on here?” You make a monkey
business of  this testament; the Lady is not fit.” Miss Ullmann asked him to return the papers, which he refused to do
and core up the paper. She gave it back to Niles and he gave it to me and he said to me: —“now go back to this boy
downstairs, and tell him it’s no more good.” I put the pieces together and enclosed I send you a copy of  rhe original,
which I have in my possession. This way I am saving $50,000. for Miss Ulmann’s sister.

You asked me about Mrs. Peterkin? She knows everything about this matter, and if  you write to her you can get the
necessary informa tion directly. Miss Ullmann broke her nice friendship with Mrs. Peterkin on account of  latter’s
warning to her about the character of  this man...”

It was predictable, of  course, that Ulmann’s German chauffeur, George Uebler, would have difficulty with Niles. It
was inevitable that he would look upon Niles as a usurper — not only because he and Niles had been on opposite sides
in World War I, but particularly because Uebler had been with Ulmann for many years and had always fulfilled his
responsibilities in a dutiful and respectful manner. 
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Within the confines of  his role, he had done many things for her that a husband would have done and had done these
things out of  consideration for her position as a single woman — as “my Miss,” as Uebler identified her. In the time
he had served her, he had come to take pride in the things he had done to assist the photographer in her photographic
journeys as well as in his regular responsibilites. 

He had enjoyed these different roles. The fact that Ulmann was willing to permit Niles to take responsibility for matters
that had long been under Uebler s charge troubled her employee greatly.

But Uebler had never evoked Ulmann’s passion. Niles did, however, kindle deep affection and intensity in the lonely
fifty-one-year-old photographer and fostered and encouraged Ulmann’s love with his own passion for a brief  period of
time. And this is candidly exhibited in Ulmanns’ photographs of  the musician. In her numerous photographs of  John
Jacob Niles, Ulmann unveils her feelings and reveals herself  to be a woman in love...”

(Philip Walker Jacobs, The Life and Photography of  Doris Ulmann, pages 97 & 154).

Access to some  J.J Niles’ videos and songs : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1DRB7oETWk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YIp0h7PIlo&list=PLA8pF1W70izQfW0c8PKJ88CmHVVdi7dj5&index=9
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